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683 kWh/year

1000 kWh/year

1500 kWh/year

2000 kWh/year

* Source: The Danish Electricity Saving Trust: www.savingtrust.dk
** Source: Final report from the Danish Technological Institute

Save  
€ 320 

every year !

 GRAM K 660 OPCH
 PLUS Trad.  
 M 660 CXG  HFC technology 

Volume, gross (litre) 660 660
Energy consumption, kWh/year 683*  2285 **
Yearly energy expense at 20 cent €/kWh 136.6 457

 Conscientious environmental concern:

	Using HFC-free refrigerants with a GWP  
 (Global Warming Potential) of 3. In comparison  
 the GWP of the HFC-refrigerants R134a and  
 R404A are 1300 and 3260 respectively.

	Using HFC-free insulation.

Cut your electricity bill !
A refrigerator or freezer for commercial use is exposed  
to intensive daily use. Tests show that refrigerator doors 
are typically opened and closed more than 100 times in 
a working day*. Gram’s energy-efficient refrigerators and 
freezers are built to cope with this severe workload for  
many years. By utilising efficient, energy-optimised  
refrigeration technology, they also provide the lowest 
energy consumption on the market.

So what effect will this actually have on your 
electricity bill?

Replacing, for example, a 660 litre refrigerator using 
traditional HFC refrigeration technology with a Gram  
energy efficient refrigerator of the same size will provide a 
saving of no less than € 320/year. 
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High reliability
The simple to use control system 
has built-in alarms and emergency 
programs that maintain temperature 
until any faults are remedied.

Unique air  
distribution system
Our unique air distribution system  
ensures the cabinet maintains a 
correct and uniform temperature 
throughout. Refrigerated air is  
directed down behind the air dis-
tribution plate, positioned at the 
back of the cabinet. From there, it 
circulates around the cabinet and 
back to the evaporator fan in the top 
of the cabinet.

Outstanding lighting
Bright halogen lamps light up when 
the door is opened. At the same time, 
the air distribution fan is switched 
off, thus minimising cold-air loss.

High quality 
Danish design 
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BAKER 610
Pay less, save more !

BAKER 610 is available as a refrigerator 
(M) and freezer (F) with a high storage 
capacity. 

The refrigerator is equipped with a dry 
cooling function (chocolates etc.) and 
controlled rapid thawing (ensures the 
thawing process does not exceed +8ºC).

BAKER 610 is equivalent to COMPACT 610 that is 
on the Energy Technology List (ETL) ratified by 
The Carbon Trust, www.eca.gov.uk/etl.

Unique air distribution system prevents product 
drying and ensures the cabinet maintains a correct 
and uniform temperature throughout. 

Electronic control with built-in alarms and emergency 
programs for optimal food protection.

Available in two finishes:
- RG Exterior/Interior: Stainless/ABS grey
- LG Exterior/Interior: White/ABS grey

The cabinets are designed with a durable one piece 
easy to clean moulded grey ABS inner lining. The 
external front and side walls are in stainless or white 
finish, inside of the door, shelf supports and wall rails 
are stainless steel.

Fitted with 10 pairs of supports for bakery plates      
40 × 60 cm, adjustable with a distance of 25 mm.

Right hand hinged reversible door with lock. 
 

Spac ious  and economica l

TYPE BAKER M 610   BAKER F 610

Temperature range, °C -5/+12  -25/-5

Volume (gross litres)  583

Max. number of plates 
(25 mm distance)  47 (60 × 40 cm)

Pairs of supports included  10 

Connection 230V, 50 Hz, 291 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 485 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  695 × 868 × 2010

Energy consumption 0.9 kWh/24h  3.4 kWh/24h

 

The 610 Series
Plate size 40 × 60 cm

Entry 40 cm

Available as a 2/1 GN cabinet 53 x 65 cm
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The 500 Series
Plate size 40 × 60 cm

Entry 40 cm

Where  space is  l imi ted

BAKER 500
Only 60 cm wide

BAKER 500 is available as a 
refrigerator (M) and freezer (F) 
with a high storage capacity. 

The refrigerator is equipped with 
a dry cooling function (chocolates 
etc.) and controlled rapid thawing 
(ensures the thawing process does 
not exceed +8ºC).

BAKER 500 is equivalent to EURO 500 that is 
on the Energy Technology List (ETL) ratified by 
The Carbon Trust, www.eca.gov.uk/etl.

Unique air distribution system prevents 
product drying and ensures the cabinet 
maintains a correct and uniform temperature 
throughout. 

Electronic control with built-in alarms and 
emergency programs for optimal food 
protection.

 Available in two finishes:
- CBG Exterior/Interior: Stainless/Stainless
- LBG Exterior/Interior: White/Stainless-Alu

Fitted with 25 pairs of supports for bakery plates 
40 × 60 cm, adjustable with a distance of 25 mm.

Right hand hinged reversible and self-closing 
door with lock. 

TYPE BAKER M 500  BAKER F 500

Temperature range, °C -5/+12  -25/-5

Volume (gross litres)  500

Max. number of plates 
(25 mm distance)  53 (40 × 60 cm)

Pairs of supports included  25

Connection 230V, 50 Hz, 385 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 425 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  600 × 806 × 2160

Energy consumption 0.9 kWh/24h  3.4 kWh/24h

 Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.
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Opt imal  access ib i l i t y

BAKER 625
Easy access, good ergonomics

BAKER 625 is available as a refrigerator 
(M) and freezer (F) with a high storage 
capacity. 

The refrigerator is equipped with a 
dry cooling function (chocolates etc.) 
and controlled rapid thawing (ensures 
the thawing process does not exceed 
+8ºC).

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BAKER 625 is equivalent to MIDI 625 that is on 
the Energy Technology List (ETL) ratified by The 
Carbon Trust, www.eca.gov.uk/etl.

Unique air distribution system prevents product 
drying and ensures the cabinet maintains a correct 
and uniform temperature throughout. 

Electronic control with built-in alarms and emergency 
programs for optimal food protection.

Available in two finishes:
- CBG Exterior/Interior: Stainless/Stainless
- LBG Exterior/Interior: White/Stainless-Alu

Fitted with 20 pairs of supports for bakery plates 
60 × 40 cm, adjustable with a distance of 25 mm.

Right hand hinged self-closing door with lock. 

The 625 Series
Plate size 60 × 40 cm

Entry 60 cm

TYPE BAKER M 625  BAKER F 625

Temperature range, °C -5/+12  -25/-5

Volume (gross litres)  625

Max. number of plates 
(25 mm distance)  49 (60 × 40 cm)  

Pairs of supports included  20

Connection 230V, 50 Hz, 375 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 425 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  815 × 731 × 2000

Energy consumption 1.0 kWh/24h  4.0 kWh/24h

Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.

Available as a 2/1 GN cabinet 53 x 65 cm
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The 930 Series
Plate size 60 × 80 cm

Entry 60 cm

BAKER 930
High storage capacity

BAKER 930 is available as a 
refrigerator (M) and freezer (F) with 
a very high storage capacity. 

They are both equipped with a 
dry cooling function (chocolates 
etc.) and controlled rapid thawing 
(ensures the thawing process does 
not exceed +8ºC).

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The BAKER 930 series uses the same energy 
efficient refrigeration technology as the other 
Gram cabinets listed on ETL (the Energy 
Technology List) ratified by The Carbon Trust, 
www.eca.gov.uk/etl.

Unique air distribution system prevents product 
drying and ensures the cabinet maintains a correct 
and uniform temperature throughout. 

Electronic control with built-in alarms and 
emergency programs for optimal food protection.

Available in two finishes:
- CBH Exterior/Interior: Stainless/Stainless
- LBH Exterior/Interior: White/Stainless

Fitted with 25 pairs of supports for bakery plates 
60 × 80 cm, adjustable with a distance of 25 mm.

Right hand hinged self-closing door with lock.

The f lagsh ip  product

BAKER F930 
Temperature range

-25/+10°C

TYPE BAKER M 930  BAKER F 930

Temperature range, °C -5/+12  -25/+10

Volume (gross litres)  930

Max. number of plates 
(25 mm distance)  53 (60 × 80 cm) 

Pairs of supports included  25

Connection 230V, 50 Hz, 472 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 673 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  780 × 1046 × 2160

Energy consumption 2.7 kWh/24h  6.3 kWh/24h

Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.

Available as a 2/1 GN cabinet 53 x 65 cm
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The versa t i le  ser ies

-+P

DEF

Boost your quick chill/freeze 
capacity with BAKER SF 500 
and SF 930

High capacity refrigeration system assures a quick 
chilling/freezing of products. 

Unique air distribution system prevents product 
drying and ensures the cabinet maintains a correct 
and uniform temperature throughout.

Electronic control with time or temperature 
controlled chilling/freezing processes.

Right hand hinged self-closing door with lock.

Replaceable door gasket.

Can be applied as:
- Bakery Quick Chiller and Freezer
- Bakery Storage Refrigerator and Freezer
- Thawing cabinet

Air humidity control (dry cooling function).

Finish exterior/interior: Stainless/Stainless.

· Quick Chill
· Quick Freeze

· Temperature range 
-30/+20°C

SF 930 - Raw dough
 - Quick freeze     

 ISO-packs 25 mm, 18 kg from +25°C to -18°C in 120 min

- Quick chill
 ISO-packs 25 mm, 53 kg from +25°C to +3°C in 90 min

SF 500 - Raw dough:
- Quick freeze
 ISO-packs 25 mm, 10 kg from +25°C to -18°C in 120 min

- Quick chill
 ISO-packs 25 mm, 30 kg from +25°C to +3°C in 90 min

SF 500
Plate size 40 × 60 cm

Entry 40 cm

TYPE BAKER SF 500  BAKER SF 930

Temperature range, °C -30/+20  -30/+20

Volume (gross litres) 500  930

Pairs of supports included 25  25

Max. number of plates 
(25 mm distance) 53 (60 × 40 cm)  53 (60 × 80 cm)

Ref. capacity -25°C 947 W  1660 W

Connection 230 V, 50 Hz, 1120 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 1482 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm 600 × 806 × 2175  780 × 1046 × 2160

Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.

SF 930
2 compressors

Plate size 60 × 80 cm
Entry 60 cm

SF 930 available as a 2/1 GN cabinet 53 × 65 cm
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BAKER SF 1500  
– Roll-in quick-chiller/freezer

High capacity refrigeration system assures a quick 
chilling/freezing of products. 

Unique air distribution system prevents product 
drying and ensures the cabinet maintains a correct 
and uniform temperature throughout.

Electronic control with time and temperature controlled 
chilling/freezing processes.

Stainless heated floor with drive-in ramp as standard.

Impact cushions to protect the internal cabinet.

Right hand hinged self-closing door with lock.

Replaceable door gasket.

Can be applied as:
- Bakery Quick Chiller and Freezer
- Bakery Storage Refrigerator and Freezer
- Thawing cabinet

Air humidity control (dry cooling function).

Finish, exterior/interior: Stainless/stainless.

BAKER SF 1500 is delivered without trolley.

L ighten the  work load 

- Quick chill
 ISO-packs 50 mm, 53 kg or 
 1200 pieces of dough, each 66 g from +25°C to +3°C in 40 min

- Quick freeze
 ISO-packs 50 mm, 53 kg or 
 1200 pieces of dough, each 66 g from +25°C to -7°C in 90 min

- Quick freeze
 ISO-packs 50 mm, 53 kg or 
 1200 pieces of dough, each 66 g from +25°C to -18°C in 240 min

TYPE BAKER SF 1500 BAKER M 1500 BAKER F 1500      

Temperature range, °C -30/+20 -5/+12 -25/-5

Ref. capacity at -25°C 2336 W - 633 W

Ref. capacity at -10°C - 719 W -

Dimensions, externally (W × D × H) 880 × 1088 × 2354 880 × 1088 × 2330 880 × 1088 × 2354

Dimensions, internal (W × D × H) 695 × 895 × 1900 720 × 895 × 1900 720 × 895 × 1900

Number of bakery trolleys  1 for bakery plate 60×80 / 2 for bakery plate 60×40

Connection   230V, 50 Hz 

Connection load 2185 Watt 452 Watt 648 Watt

The cabinet is also available as remote model prepared for connection to external compressor.

SF 1500 
Plate size 60x80 cm

Entry 60 cm

Available as a storage cabinet,
refrigerator (M) or freezer (F)
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BAKER GA 930 and 500
- the flexible freezer / retarder / prover

The GA series is, with its electronic con-
trol system and steam generator, a very 
flexible freezer / retarder / prover, ideal for 
use in bakeries and supermarkets with 
in-store bakery or bake-off outlet shops.

It is designed to ensure that the baker 
has complete control over freezing, 
thawing, retarding and proving all types 
of dough.

The user-friendly electronic control has 5 individual 
programs, which determine the time and temperature 
for freezing, thawing, retarding and proving as well as 
air humidity for the retarding and proving period. 

The program can also be set for continuously freezing, 
retarding or proving.

The innovative air distribution system ensures uniform 
air distribution, temperature and humidity throughout 
the cabinet.

Finish, exterior/interior: Stainless/Stainless

Right hand hinged self-closing door with lock.

Comple te  cont ro l

GA 930
Plate size 60 × 80 cm

Entry 60 cm

GA 500
Plate size 40 × 60 cm

Entry 40 cm

TYPE BAKER GA 930  BAKER GA 500

 Freezer/Prover*  Freezer/Prover*

Temperature range, °C -25/+40  -25/+40

Volume (gross litres) 930  500

Pairs of supports included 25  25

Max. number of plates  53 (60 × 80 cm)  53 (60 × 40 cm)
(25 mm distance) 106 (60 × 40 cm)    

Connection 230 V, 50 Hz, 1815 W  230 V, 50 Hz, 542 W

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm 780 × 1046 × 2240  600 × 806 × 2240

Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.

* Outlet for and supply of water must be provided at site. Must be connected to water drain.

Available as a 2/1 GN cabinet 53 × 65 cm
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BAKER 1808 and 2408
- the ideal work station

The BAKER counter series is available with two or 
three doors as refrigerator (K) or freezer (F). The 
cold air is distributed through a channel to ensure 
a correct and uniform temperature throughout.

The series is based on environmentally friendly 
technology - see back page.

Electronic control with built-in alarms and 
emergency programs for optimal food protection.

Finish, exterior/interior: Stainless/stainless

Available without worktop for subsequent 
mounting of alternative work top (e.g. marble) at 
site.

Work tab le  and s torage un i t
BAKER 

1808 and 2408
40 × 60 cm

Entry 40 cm

Worktop is available with 50 
mm splashback to prevent 
spillage behind the counter 

Removable door gaskets for 
easy cleaning

Available with lockable doors

TYPE  BAKER K 1808  BAKER F 1808  BAKER K 2408     BAKER F 2408   

Temperature range, °C  +2/+12  -25/-5  +2/+12  -25/-5

Number of door sections  2  2  3  3

Pairs of supports included  2 × 9  2 × 9  3 × 9  3 × 9

Max. number of plates (25 mm distance)  2 × 20  2 × 20  3 × 20  3 × 20
40 × 60 cm 

Connection     230 V/ 50 Hz

Connection load, Watt  310  600  310  690

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  1700 × 819 × 885/950  1700 × 819 × 885/950  2340 × 819 × 885/950  2340 × 819 × 885/950

Optional without compressor, for connection to remote refrigeration unit.

Available as a 2/1 GN counter 53 × 65 cm



GRAM COMPACT - New top of the class! 
GRAM COMPACT 210, 310, and 410 is setting new standards for compact 
fridges and freezers. This HFC-free range offers ultra-low energy consumption, 
exceptional temperature stability and high quality Danish design and manufacture. 

· Refrigerators (K).

·  Refrigerators with glass door (KG).

·  Freezers (F).

·  Temperature alarm and emergency programs.

·  Ventilated refrigeration system, optimised air flow and 
 automatic defrost.

·  Available in two finishes:
 RG Exterior/interior: Stainless/ABS grey
 LG Exterior/interior: White/ABS white

·  Integrated handle.

·  Easy cleaning.

·  Door lock.

·  Glass door (KG) with integrated LED lighting.

With their width of 60 cm and depth of 64 cm the cabinets 
are ideal for bakeries with limited space. Lower height Compact 210 
models are designed to fit under worktops in commercial workplaces.               

GRAM COMPACT
Small footprint

Shelves 486 × 433 mm

TYPE  COMPACT 210   COMPACT 310   COMPACT 410 

 K 210 KG 210 F 210 K 310 KG 310 F 310 K 410 KG 410 F 410

Temperature range °C +2/+12 +2/+12 -22/-5 +2/+12 +2/+12 -22/-5 +2/+12 +2/+12 -22/-5

Volume (gross litres)  125   218   346

Connection  230 V, 50 Hz   230 V, 50 Hz   230 V, 50 Hz

Dimensions (W × D × H), mm  595 × 640 × 830    595 × 640 × 1300   595 × 640 × 1875

Energy consumption, Kwh/24h 0.5 0.7 1.1 0.6 1.1 1.6 0.6  1.1 1.6
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Gram Commercial A/S
Aage Grams Vej 1
DK-6500 Vojens
Tel:  +45 73 20 12 20
Fax:  +45 73 20 12 01
e-mail: info@gram-commercial.com

www.gram-commercial.com

 Conscientious environmental concern ...
· Using HFC-free refrigerants (not BAKER 930, SF and GA cabinets).

· HFC-free insulation.

· Extremely low energy consumption due to utilising “state of art” technology

· The electricity saving potential of energy-optimised Gram refrigerators and freezers is 74 and 47% respectively *.

 *) Source: Final report from the Danish Technological Institute

Dealer :


